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January 29 
At about 11:10 am the Weyburn PS received a complaint regarding an assault that occurred in a 
downtown business. Upon investigating it was learned that the incident was about inappropriate 
comments being made. The matter was mediated and no further police involvement was necessary. 
 
The Weyburn PS has received numerous complaints over the past 1-2 weeks about the theft of property 
from recreational vehicles in storage. These complaints are currently under investigation. We would 
suggest that anyone who has an RV in commercial storage may want to verify with the storage facility 
that there RV’s are secure, and if not please report this to the Weyburn PS. 
----------------------------------------------- 
January 30 
At about 10:25 pm, the Weyburn PS received information about a domestic assault. The matter was 
investigated and as a result of that investigation both the female and male involved have been charged 
with Assault Causing Bodily Harm.  
----------------------------------------------- 
January 31 
Over the past 1-2 weeks the Weyburn PS has received numerous complaints of vehicles having been 
rummaged through and various items taken. This has been occurring predominantly in the East area of 
the City. Once again we remind residents that the simple prevention of this offence is to lock your 
vehicles. We have not had a single complaint of a vehicle having been damaged to gain entry if the door 
is locked. These are crimes of opportunity and if the easy target (unlocked vehicle) is not there the 
people simply move down the road to the next easy target. This is a totally preventable offence, but it 
takes the co-operation of everyone involved. 
 
At about 7:40 am a person in the 200 Block of 1st Avenue NW was attacked by a dog. The person 
suffered a bite and had to be treated at the hospital. Whenever a person is bit by an unknown animal it 
becomes a potential public health issue to locate the animal to determine if it has had all the shots and 
it otherwise healthy. We are looking for public assistance in identifying this animal described as:  

- brown mixed colour, German Shepherd – Pitbull cross 
- no collar 

If anyone can assist in identifying this animal and the owner they are asked to contact either Public 
Health at 306-842-8623, the Weyburn Police Service or to call Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477. 
----------------------------------------------- 
February 1 
At about 6:00 pm the Weyburn PS encountered a 29 year old male with an outstanding warrant. The 
warrant was dealt with and the person released. 
 
At about 5pm as the result of a vehicle stop a male was charged with Driving While Suspended. 
----------------------------------------------- 
February 2 
At about 1 am the Weyburn PS was called to an apartment complex with a complaint of a person yelling. 
A male was found to be in medical distress and was provided with assistance. 
 
At about 3 pm the Weyburn PS conducted a vehicle stop for a vehicle equipment violation. As a result of 
the stop a 24 year old male from Quebec was arrested for being in Breach of a Probation Order. He was 
remanded in custody and is facing other charges from Quebec. 

 



At about 8 pm the Weyburn PS received a request for assistance from EMS regarding an attempted 
overdose of a youth. The person was transported to the Weyburn General Hospital to receive care. 

 
At about 6:50 pm the Weyburn PS received a complaint from the 900 Block of Bison Avenue regarding a 
Pitbull-type dog that was aggressive towards the person. Although no one was bitten in this incident we 
are looking to identify the dog and owner so they can be spoken to about this matter. We wish to 
remind all pet owners that they are responsible for their animals at all times. Depending on the nature 
of the contact the owner could be liable for infractions under the City Bylaw, or in a worst case, be held 
criminally liable for negligence. 

 
At about 11am as the result of a vehicle stop a male was charged with Driving While Suspended. 
----------------------------------------------- 
February 4 
At about 1am a traffic stop was conducted and a 30 year old male found to be the driver. As a result of 
the stop the male was arrested for Driving over .08 and provided breath samples almost twice the legal 
limit. He is facing charges and will appear in Court. His vehicle was impounded and he has been 
suspended indefinitely pending the outcome of Court. 
 
The Weyburn PS received a complaint of the theft of VISA gift credit cards from a business. As a result of 
the investigation a 38 year old male has been identified as the suspect. The matter is still under 
investigation. 
----------------------------------------------- 
February 5 
At about 8:44 pm the Weyburn PS received a call regarding a male attempting to gain entry to a vehicle. 
The male was located and found to be heavily intoxicated. He was taken into custody for his own safety 
and released when sober. 
----------------------------------------------- 
February 6 
At about 10:40 pm the Weyburn PS was dispatched to a report of a potential drug overdose. An adult 
male was located and assistance was given to have him transported to the local hospital for treatment. 
 
At about 12:55 pm the Weyburn PS received a call to conduct a wellbeing check on a youth. The youth 
was found to have taken an overdose of medication and was transported to the hospital by EMS. 
----------------------------------------------- 
February 7 
The Weyburn PS received a report from a pub about 2 unidentified males who left without paying their 
tab. The suspects are: 

- # 1: 6’ 2” tall, wearing black, has facial hair 
- # 2: 5’6” tall, wearing black, has facial hair 

 
This occurred just before midnight. Anyone having information about the possible identification of 
either or both of these suspects is asked to contact the Weyburn PS, or to call Crime Stoppers at 1-800-
222-8477 
----------------------------------------------- 
February 8 
At about 1:20 am the Weyburn PS conducted a traffic stop of a vehicle driven by an adult male. As a 
result of the stop the male driver was arrested and has been charged with Driving Over .08. His licence 
was suspended pending the outcome in Court and his vehicle was impounded for 30 days. 
 



At about 7 am the Weyburn PS responded to a domestic disturbance. The matter was mediated at the 
time. Alcohol was a determining factor. 
----------------------------------------------- 
February 9 
The Weyburn PS conducted a curfew check on a male youth and found him to be in violation. Charges 
are pending. 
----------------------------------------------- 
February 10 
At about 3 am the Weyburn PS attempted to conduct a traffic stop of a vehicle seen driving in the Ebel 
Road area of the City. The vehicle failed to stop as directed and fled the scene. Police are searching for: 

- 2007-2009 Black Dodge quad-cab diesel 
- no licence plate was visible on the rear of the vehicle 

 
Anyone having information about the possible identification of the vehicle or driver is asked to contact 
the Weyburn PS, or to call Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477 
----------------------------------------------- 
February 11 
At about 2:10 am the Weyburn PS CTSS Unit conducted a traffic stop. As a result of the stop a male 
driver was arrested and has been charged with driving Over .08. His licence was suspended pending 
Court and the vehicle was impounded. 
 
The Weyburn PS received a request to assist a family in dealing with an unruly family Member. The 
person was assisted with a ride to the hospital to seek assistance. 

 
The Weyburn PS received a request to examine a vehicle to determine if the child seats were properly 
mounted and secured. We would like to remind everyone that we do have Members specially trained in 
the installation of child car seats and of the importance of having these seats secured correctly. Please 
contact us to make an appointment to have your sear checked if you are unsure. 
 
If you or anyone you know has information about a crime, the Weyburn Police Service urges you to 
contact Crime Stoppers by phone 1-800-222-TIPS (8477) or call Weyburn Police Service at 306-848-
3250. 


